All Mixed Up

Players: 3 or more

You need: cards, pencils, chalk, chalkboard, list of Unit 1 Basic Words

How to play: Players unscramble Basic Words.

Part 1. Each player chooses three Basic Words, jumbles the letters in each word, and writes the three separate jumbled words on a card. Players exchange cards, unscramble the letters, and spell the word correctly. The first player to unscramble and rewrite his or her three words correctly is the winner, who then leads other players in the first round of the second part of this game.

Part 2. The leader chooses two Basic Words, scrambles the letters in both words together to form one series of letters, and writes it on the chalkboard. The other players must unscramble the two words and write each one correctly on their cards. The winner of this round scrambles two more words together, following the same procedure. Continue playing until all Basic Words have been scrambled and unscrambled.

Other ways to play this game: Make Part 2 harder by scrambling together the letters of three Basic Words.